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There’s little doubt you’re getting the real deal from a lawyer who starts an Instagram post by 

saying “A couple weeks ago, I started to see a therapist. I’m trying to work through some shit 

y’all.”

But as her Lawyer Mommy website says, trademark and business lawyer Lerae Funderburg

“wants you to see the version of herself that supersedes what she does and who she serves 

both in her personal life and in her business.”

And that means she’s casting off the staid and somber cloak of traditional lawyer life, sliding 

into a sleek red dress, and opening a vein for 12.4K followers on Instagram, many of whom 

respond with likes, declarations of love, personal stories of their own, and a startling number of 

heart emojis.
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Funderburg connects with friends and fans under the Instagram handle lawyermommylerae. 

Lerae explained the meaning behind her “Lawyer Mommy” handle in a repost from 

@brandprenuer, saying she “has a passion for helping Black women and their children who are 

in business and about their business. She wants to fight to help protect their BRANDS and their 

businesses so that they may leave a legacy to their children for years to come. She will fight just 

as hard as any man to protect her clients and their kids, because she may be a lawyer, but she’s 

a Mommy first.”

That passion is on full display in Lerae’s Instagram feed. She shares inspirational stories with 

painful details and beautiful endings. She offers toolkits, programs and courses under the 

#ProtectYourBrand hashtag to help business owners protect their intellectual property. She 

posts content and advice to educate business owners on legal issues in areas such as 

trademark and copyright infringement.

Lerae Funderburg is also a business marketing maven. She’s proven that by building a personal 

brand for herself by sharing frank and deeply personal details about her experiences on the 

“path to self-discovery and realization.”

Building a Brand on Social Media

Lerae finds her social media success a surprise, saying it is “very weird to me as an attorney 

because I personally don’t think I would use social media to find a professional.” And while 

people may not intentionally search social media when they need to hire an attorney, there’s no 

denying that social media platforms help small businesses spread awareness of their services 

and gain name recognition.

“The draw was the fact that even without using social media as a business tool, many people 

always told me that was how they found me. At that point, as a solopreneur, I had no choice 

but to get with it,” Lerae says.

And get with it, she did, sharing updates on everything from entrepreneurship and parenthood 

to self-love with her actively engaged followers.

“I’m transparent and unapologetically me. My guess is that helps. People follow me because 

they like me, find value in my content, think I’m funny, like my kids, or liked my hair one day. And 

they probably stuck around because what you see is what you get. And I think people 

appreciate that.”

Social Media is Free Advertising for Your Business

While staying true to herself, Lerea still makes smart use of Instagram marketing techniques. 

She’s mastered the art of using popular hashtags to increase her exposure to new audiences. 

She uses commonly used legal industry hashtags such as #lawyerlife and #businesslawyer to 

expand her reach.

She also advertises her business and promotes discounts for services, and her promotions land 

in front of thousands of people (who’ve already expressed interest in Lerae by following her) for 

FREE.
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Check out her “Accepting New Clients” post in which she reminds followers that she’ll honor 

discounts off certain services throughout the month of August in honor 

of #NationalBlackBusinessMonth.

“Instagram is free advertising and promotions,” Lerae says. “When other people like me and my 

content, they share it with their followers, and it goes on and on. I even get interns that way.”

The Impact of Effective Visual Branding

Done well, visual impact can garner attention that results in increasing an attorney’s exposure 

to new audiences. Lerae’s digital marketing includes vivid imagery. Bright reds and yellows, 

eye-catching patterns, intriguing backgrounds, and great big smiles attract attention and 

interest from others.  Her visual aesthetic on social media is consistent with her personal 

website Lawyer Mommy as well and her professional law firm website for the Funderburg Law 

Firm.

Many photos of Lerae are clearly professionally sourced, which is important for effective visual 

branding. It was just such a post (shown below) that Lawyers+ (@lawyersplusco) commented 

on, saying: “Loving this photo & caption! Do you mind if we feature this photo on our 

Instagram?”

And just like that, Lerae’s smiling face is positioned to appear in the feeds of a couple thousand 

people following Lawyers+. That’s free advertising in action.

Find Digital Marketing Success Being You

Lerae’s marketing advice is simple: “Be present,” she says. “Be consistent. Be engaging. Be 

you!”  Seems too simple, right? But it really isn’t.  Lerae doesn’t waste time agonizing over 

things like how long her captions should be or the best times to post.

“I haven’t spent much time trying to figure out the Instagram algorithm or when I should be 

engaging more, etc. because I actually have a law firm to run,” says Lerae.

“It’s a cycle that’s been kind to me, especially given how little time I actually put into social 

media,” Lerae says. “I must admit, it’s been pretty good to me. I mean it’s fickle, don’t get me 

wrong. And as an attorney, the lines are thin, but it’s a free source of advertising and most 

people are on here, so it was just a no brainer.”

As Lerae points out, “I’m not a marketing machine. I’m a lawyer.”  Interested in trademark 

registration, entity formation, or other legal services for your business?  Then you probably want 

the “lawyer” in Lawyer Mommy.  If she can do it for herself, you know she can help your 

business grow too.

Follow and share:

Leah Presser
Leah Presser is a legal marketing brand journalist and freelance copywriter who 
previously worked in the legal field for two decades. While she writes about many 
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